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Introduction to Extragalactic 
Jets and Our Model



Extragalactic jets are characterized by 
large energies and long length scales. 

A 6cm image of Cygnus A from the Very Large Array, 
at 0.5 arcsec resolution (courtesy of Chris Carilli).

False-color x-ray image of Cygnus A recorded by the 
orbiting Chandra Observatory. (courtesy of A. Wilson, 
A. Young, and P. Shopbell)

Active galactic nuclei powers 1039 - 1049 erg s-1

Jet lengths < 1 pc to few megaparsecs

Relativistic jet Lorentz factors 10 - 103

Common Extragalactic Jet Parameters

A. Ferrari, Annu. Rev. Astrophys. 1998
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The extragalactic jet system spans 
many different length scales.
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Recent observations indicate that some high energy 
extragalactic outflows have a large scale helical structure.

• False color image of the 5-GHz emission 
of the main jet of the active galaxy 
NGC315.

• The observed radiation is a results of 
synchrotron emission 

• Observation is over a length of 8160 pc 
(29,376 light years)

• Total length of the jet is 240 kpc (F.K. Liu, 
Y.H. Zhang, 2006)

• Authors suggest the structure could 
result from :

• Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities

• Precession of the injector at the base of 
the jet

D.M. Worrall, M. Birkinshaw, et. al., 2007
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Figure 14. False-colour images of the 5-GHz emission of the main jet of

NGC315 at a resolution of 0.4 arcsec FWHM,with simple models of the fil-

ament superposed. The locations where the radio jet brightens abruptly and

the start of rapid deceleration from the model of Canvin et al. (2005) are

marked. ‘X’ marks the location of the inner X-ray knot discussed in Sec-

tion 3.2.1, and the radio knots of Figure 2 are also indicated. (a). The black

curve traces a spiral with a projected wavelength of 3.1 arcsec lying along

the surface at 60 per cent of the width of the jet envelope. The white curves

show the projection of this surface and the outer boundary for the models

of Canvin et al. (2005). (b). The black curve shows the locus of observed

positions for components ejected with a speed of 0.8c, as described in the
text, and the white curves show the projected maximum width reached by

the componsnts. The adopted jet inclination is 38 degrees for both curves.

half way out from the jet axis. If a similar velocity profile applies

closer to the nucleus, the maximum velocity shear could indeed

occur roughly where we detect the radio and X-ray filament.

The filament could be a magnetic structure, sustained by the

velocity shear, that becomes bright where it is exposed to the same

relativistic electron distribution that causes the brightening of the

diffuse radio emission in the jet. This is consistent with the fila-

ment representing a similar fraction of the jet emission in both the

radio and X-ray (Sec. 3.2.2) and is also consistent with the strong

longitudinal polarization seen in the filament (Sec. 3.1), but theo-

retical work is required to test its viability. A specific mechanism

— field-amplification by the dynamo action of the turbulence in

the shear layer — is described by Urpin (2006). In that case, the

filament would be a basically longitudinal feature, distorted by mo-

tions within the shear layer. The seed field might then either be

internal to the jet or a magnetic structure in the interstellar medium

of NGC315, entrained into the shear layer where the jet brightens.

5.3 The filament as a helical structure?

If the filament is a coherent, quasi-helical structure in three dimen-

sions, rather than a superposition of random, non-axisymmetric

knots which merely appears helical in projection, then we might

constrain its properties further.

The jet envelope is relatively symmetric about the jet axis.

Within this, the appearance of the filament suggests a series of

knots in a helically-wound structure with roughly two periods of

oscillation across the axis (from A to D, then from D to the region

FGH; Fig. 14). The oscillation amplitude is a roughly constant frac-

tion of the jet width. The filament can be traced as far as knot I, after

which the structure becomes less ordered. It is tempting to interpret

knot E as a cusp where the filament is close to the line of sight. The

black curve in Fig. 14a shows the projection of a spiral curve whose

radius is 0.6 of the jet width and whose phase has been adjusted to

form such a cusp at knot E; the wavelength along the jet is 1.7 kpc,

which projects to 3.1 arcsec on the plane of the sky.

A simple projection of this sort is only appropriate for a sta-

tionary pattern. The flow speed must be relativistic, in order to

avoid seeing comparably bright structures in the counter-jets of this

and other FRI sources with non-axisymmetric knot structures. If

the pattern (as well as the flow) moves relativistically, then aber-

ration will change its observed shape. To quantify this effect we

calculated the locus traced by blobs of emission launched from a

precessing injector placed 4 arcsec in projection from the nucleus

along the jet axis and travelling ballistically as in models of SS 433

(Hjellming & Johnston 1981). The black curve in Fig. 14b shows

an example for a precession angle of 3.5 deg, a velocity of 0.8c, and
a period of 2500 yr. 7 The curve is close to sinusoidal with no cusp.

Although this is a toy model taking into account only the kinemat-

ics, the lack of a cusp is a robust result as the moving pattern is ob-

served close to edge-on in its rest frame (v/c ! cos !). The curve
does not match well the appearance of the filament, making it diffi-

cult to understand the filament as a coherent structure moving with

the underlying relativistic flow. Interpreting the NGC315 filament

as a three-dimensional helix-like structure is therefore problematic

despite its apparently oscillatory appearance.

The filament may have some similarities with the kpc-scale

jet in M 87 (Owen et al. 1989), where Lobanov, Hardee & Eilek

(2003) model alternations of bright features from side to side as

the superposition of two filaments, with oscillation wavelengths

" 0.4 kpc and amplitudes of order the width of the radio jet. A low
contrast, two-stranded, filamentary structure has also been seen in

the radio and optical in 3C 66B (Jackson et al. 1993), but no corre-

sponding X-ray structure was found by Hardcastle et al. (2001).

Quasi-periodic oscillatory structures have been seen on

parsec scales in other jets (e.g., Lobanov & Zensus 2001;

Hardee, Walker & Gómez 2005), although it is unclear whether

they are narrow compared with the jet width, as in the

NGC315 filament. One interpretation of these structures (e.g.,

Abraham & Romero 1999; Tateyama & Kingham 2004) has been

that they result from the ballistic motions associated with pre-

cession of the injection direction when individual knots travel on

straight-line trajectories, as in the simple model discussed above.

7 Light-travel-time effects cause the velocity projected on the plane of the

sky to be v sin !/[1 ! (v/c) cos !] for velocity v along the jet axis.

c" 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000



Jet collimation model uses the differential 
rotation of the accretion disk to coil the 
magnetic field around the symmetry axis.

• Model developed by Ustyugova, Lovelace, 
et. al.  (The Astrophysical Journal, 541, 2000)

• Velocities of magnetic foot points are 
inversely proportional to the disk radius

• Inner foot-point travels further around disk 
than the outer foot point in a given time 
span

• Magnetic field coils up and drives current on 
axis

• Balance of toroidal magnetic, poloidal 
magnetic pressure, and thermal pressure 
expands the magnetic arcade

Jet Collimation Model uses dif ferential rotat ion of accret ion 
disk to coil the magnetic f ield around the central axis.

• Velocit ies of magnetic foot 
points are dependent of radius 
as:

• Inner foot points travel further 
around disk than outer foot 
points in a given t ime span

• Magnetic f ield coils up and 
drives current on axis

• Balance of toroidal magnetic 
pressure to poloidal magnetic 
pressure causes magnetic 
arcade to expand.
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Initial Results



Simulation Parameters

• The system of equation is written in a dimensionless form

Where Rc is the inner disk radius and Ro is the O-point of the initial magnetic field

• Dimensionless parameters,

Rc = 1.0
Ro = 10.0

B(R = 0, Z = 0) = 1.0
n = 1.0

VA(R = 0, Z = 0) = 1.0

S = 1! 106

PM = 1! 106

! = 0.0 and 0.1
V!c
VAc

= 0.1



Both the zero beta and finite beta calculations 
are shown to be spatially converged.
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Toroidal Energy Spectrum as a
Function of Time• Toroidal spectrum of the total 

energy was examined as:

• The number of toroidal 
modes was increased

• The polynomial degree was 
increased

• Determined that sufficient 
resolution is acheived with:

• 6 Fourier modes in the 
toroidal direction

• Polynomial degree of four



The kink instability in the jet calculations leads to a helical 
structure in the magnitude of the magnetic field.

Magnitude of the Magnetic Field

β = 0.0
t = 38.9 Turns

β = 0.1
t = 60.3 Turns



The saturation of the kink instability does not 
destroy the collimation of the jet.



The m=1 instability leads to enhancement of the 
poloidal flux in the column.

Magnetic Flux
Zero Beta

38.9 Turns of Inner Disk

Magnetic Flux
10% Beta

60.3 Turns of Inner Disk



The flow in the column remains sub-
Alfvenic for both cases.

Ratio of the fluid velocity to the Alfven velocity.

! = 0.0 ! = 0.1



Field line traces imply that the kink 
instability drives reconnection.

t =  0 Turns



Field line traces imply that the kink 
instability drives reconnection.

t =  9 Turns



Field line traces imply that the kink 
instability drives reconnection.

t =  15 Turns



Field line traces imply that the kink 
instability drives reconnection.

t =  32 Turns



Field line traces imply that the kink 
instability drives reconnection.

t =  39 Turns



Synchrotron Diagnostic



Motivation for the new synchrotron 
diagnostic

• There is a disconnect in the literature between computational jet 
research and observational jet research

• This motivates the creation of a diagnostic in NIMROD for direct 
comparison of the jet calculations to observational data

• This diagnostic calculates the line integrated synchrotron emission of 
the jet as seen by an observer



Synchrotron emission is the relativistic 
version of cyclotron emission.
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Synchrotron emission is the relativistic 
version of cyclotron emission.

• The time width of the electromagnetic 
pulse is given by,

• This broadens the spectrum of the 
emission.

• For a general pulse the width of the pulse 
in frequency space is given by the inverse 
of the time extent of the pulse.

!t = t2 ! t1 " 1
!3 "B sin(#)

!
!! ! 1

T
= "3 !B sin(#)



A new synchrotron diagnostic has been built into 
NIMROD for comparison to extragalactic jet 

observations.

• This diagnostic integrates the total power emitted by high energy relativistic 
electrons given by,

• A power law distribution of electrons is assumed. Meaning that the density of 
electrons in energy space is given by,

Ptot(!) =
!

3q3CBsin(")
2#mc2(p + 1)
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) !(
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4
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N(E) dE = C E!p dE



The new synchrotron diagnostic integrates the 
synchrotron emission along lines of sight.



The new synchrotron diagnostic integrates the 
synchrotron emission along lines of sight.



The new synchrotron diagnostic integrates the 
synchrotron emission along lines of sight.



The new synchrotron diagnostic integrates the 
synchrotron emission along lines of sight.



Synchrotron emission shows the helical 
structure of the column.



Synchrotron emission shows the helical 
structure of the column.



Initial synchrotron calculations qualitatively 
resemble observation.

Synthetic Synchrotron Emisson

β = 0.0 β = 0.1
Observed Synchrotron 
Emission in NGC315



Conclusions 

• The three dimensional jet simulations with zero and finite beta are converged.

• Both of these calculations are shown to be kink unstable

• The numerical jet is show to maintain collimation as the kink instability 
saturates

• The kink instability leads to a large scale helical structure in the magnetic field 
strength

• A new synchrotron emission diagnostic has been built into nimrod for 
comparing the simulations to observation.

• Initial synchrotron calculations are qualitatively similar to observations of 
NGC315.



Future Work 

• The synchrotron diagnostic will be used to calculate the following:

• Total emissivity

• Polarization

• These quantities will be quantitatively compared to observations.

• We are working to lower the dissipation coefficients.

• Viscosity needs to be smaller

• Number density diffusivity needs to be smaller

• Nonlinear number density diffusivity may be apt for this calculation


